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It was 1975 when "Coronet Reducers" with original gear tooth 
profile, Circulute, was born. 40 years later, through continuous 
improvement, a new generation reducer for high precision control 
is now introduced. Taking advantage of the circular internal gear 

backlash", "low noise", and "available hollow shaft" which expands 
the usage options. The new high rigidity reducer is perfect for robot 
joints and precision indexing for machine tools.
*The term "Circulute" is coined by Nidec-Shimpo, combining "circle" and "involute".

Circulute   Evolutionary improvement of gear teeth after 40 years

CORONEX
CORONEX Internal Structure
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Model code

Structure

0 2 5 P GER A0 5 9

Series name

Ratio

Lubrication

Grease lubrication

Version

　Model code Structure
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shaft makes the eccentric bearing to revolve.

eccentric revolution movement) while engaging with the internal gear pins 
one by one.

When the high speed input shaft completes one full rotation, the wheel 
slowly rotates in the opposite direction, by the gear teeth count differential.

The wheel revolves at high speed while rotating at slow speed. The slow 

the carrier pins.

The reduction ratio (i) is calculated according to the equation below, where  
N is the number of internal gear pins, n is the wheel gear count.

* In both cases, input is from the high speed shaft
* Letter 'R' represents the 'Ratio' value in the performance table, next page.
   (59, 89 or 119)

Principle of speed reduction  Direction of rotation and reduction ratio

Principle of speed reduction

Direction of rotation and reduction ratio

internal pin

eccentric roller bearing

high speed shaft 
rotation angle

carrier pin

wheel

high speed input shaft 
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　Performance table

* 1 Reduction ratio is to be calculated by the formula in the previous page, using R value in this table.
* 2 Maximum allowable value at the output speed of 15 r/min
* 3 Maximum allowable value at starting and stopping
* 4 Maximum allowable value when impact load is applied

      between ±3  of rated torque

Performance Table
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No-load running torque

What is no-load running torque?

What is output starting torque?

What is transmission angular accuracy?

Output starting torque

Transmission angular accuracy

Characteristics data

Input (high speed shaft) torque needed to keep it running 
with no load.
(average value, ambient temperature: 25 , proper 
grease used)

Torque needed at output shaft (low speed shaft) for the output shaft to begin rotating.
(ambient temperature: 25 , proper grease used)

Difference of output shaft rotation angle between the measured value and the theoretical value, 
while input shaft is rotated with no load.
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Input shaft speed

Output shaft rotation angle (deg)
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　Performance table

 lost motion hysteresis loss

What is hysteresis curve?

What is lost motion?

What is hysteresis loss?

Diagram that shows the twisting angle of the output shaft (low speed shaft), plotted against the torque load applied to the 

Slope of the hysteresis curve between the points where the applied torque is 50% and 100% of the rated value, 

Difference in the twisting angle between the points where the applied torque is +3% of rated torque and -3%, 

Hysteresis curve

Hysteresis loss Lost motion
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(Average value, output speed: 15r/min, ambient temperature: 25 )

Characteristics data

025P 

042P 

080P 
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   Dimensions Table     

Dimensions table

input shaft detail
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　                                                                                                                                                                                            Product selection

load condition re-evaluation

average torque load

average rotation speed

maximum torque load

maximum rotation speed

tentative selection of a reducer model

main bearing evaluation

high speed shaft evaluation

model re-evaluation

calculated life span  required life span

allowable value  moment / axial load

allowable value  moment / axial load

Flowchart

YES

YES

YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

reducer model is determined
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   Product selection

Model selection

Operation data collection in preparation for life span calculation

Using formulas below, determine average torque load (Tao), maximum torque load (Tmo), average output speed (nao), 
and maximum output speed (nmo)

Using the equation below, the life span of the reducer is calculated

rated output torque

rated output speed

greatest among |T1|, |T2|, |T3|, |T4|

greatest among n1, n2, n3

accelerating period peak torque load during accelerationaccelerating periodaverage output speed during acceleration period

accelerating period

decelerating period

stoppage time

output speed during normal operation

average output speed during deceleration period

output speed = 0r/min

torque load during normal operation

peak torque load during deceleration

torque load during stoppage
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　                                                                                                                                                                                            Product selection
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Allowable moment

Main bearing

External moment applied to low speed axis, Mo, is to be calculated as follows.

External moment and external axial load must be less than the maximum allowable value. 

Radial load on low speed axis

Axial load on low speed axis

Radial load application point on low speed axis

Axial load application point on low speed axis
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  Product selection

High speed shaft

External moment applied to high speed input shaft, Mi, is to be calculated as follows.

External moment and external axial load must be less than the maximum allowable value. 

Allowable moment, Mrx, and allowable axial load, Wtx, for a speed, nx, can be approximately interpolated by the following equations.

Radial load on high speed axis

Axial load on high speed axis

Radial load application point on high speed axis

Axial load application point on high speed axis

Allowable moment at the input speed of 1785r/min

Allowable axial load at the input speed of 1785r/min
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                                                                                                                                                                                       Designing precautions

Mounting parts design

Mounting parts dimensional tolerance

Please design sealing structure between the input shaft and its mating parts, such as motor adaptor.

Please use sealing agent such as the liquid gasket in the table below, at the joint between reducer and mating parts. 

For the attachment of reducer case, use spigot joint " c" or " f".

b".

For the attachment to high speed input shaft, use spigot joint  " d" or " e".

Recommended attachment coaxiality tolerance for the input device, such as motors, shall be less than " g" in the table below, 
with respect to the spigot projection " f". Attachment misalignment can cause vibration and noise.
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   Notice for designing

(hexagon socket bolt) 
(strength rating)

Bolt tightening torque

Calculation for the transmittable torque at the bolt joint

For the installation of the reducer and for the attachment to the input shaft and

table to the right.

Calculation for the transmittable torque at the bolt joint

Transmittable torque at the bolt joint

Number of bolts

Bolt tightening axial force

Bolt attachment

Use of the conical spring washers is recommended for the prevention of
loosening and scratching of the hex socket bolts.
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                                                                                                                                                                                                         Lubrication

Lubrication

This reducer model is shipped without the grease enclosed. Please prepare the recommended grease in the table below and 

*This diagram depicts vertical installation  
 (output shaft facing down)

Grease shall be replaced every 20,000 hours of operation or every 3-5 years.

Please refer to the table below for the required grease amount. This required grease amount guideline accounts for inside the 
reducer only. Please put the attachment angle and the attachment spacing into considerations when determining the actual 
grease amount.

scope range
( )
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  Installation examples

belt 

pulley

low speed side high speed side
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                                                                                                                                                                                             Safety precautions          

Please read before the installation.

Please be aware of the following during the operation.

・Please make sure the model number you ordered 
   matches the model number of the reducer you received. 
   (Model number is on the tag plate, either included with 
   the shipment or pre-attached to the reducer)
・Please make sure the accessories (tapered plugs with 
   hexagon socket x 2pcs) are included with the reducer 
   shipment.
・Please inspect for rust or damage.
・Please keep foreign materials such as dust or any loose 
   particles away during the storage and/or assembling of 
   the reducer.

・ Please refer to the table below for the operating 
   environment.Please contact us before operation, if the
   operation environment does not satisfy these conditions 
   or, operation is planned to be under special environment 
   (e.g., used in a clean room, used for food processing 
   equipments, exposed to concentrated alkaline or high 
   pressure steam,  etc.).
・Please contact us if the operation temperature is planned
   to be near -10 0 , because there is a possibility of 
   
・Reducer is delivered without surface coating or painting. 
   Please apply surface treatment such as painting as 
   needed.

・Please watch for overloading situation.
・Please make sure the rotation speed is within the

・Please make sure the surface of the reducer is below 60
・Stop the operation immediately and inspect the device
   if following conditions are observed.

・Please check for the following list of possible root 
  causes for the abnormalities.

*Abnormal temperature rise
*Abnormal noise or vibration
*Unstable rotational speed

*Overloading.

 our recommendation list.
*Any damage on bearings, gears, transmission interfaces.
*Improper connection with mating parts. Improper installation
 of the reducers.
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　Safety precautions

Lubricating procedure

・This reducer employs grease lubrication method.
・   
  Customer needs to prepare recommended grease and 

Disassembly

・Please do not attempt to disassemble and reassemble.

Please routinely monitor for following items.

・Over-heating of the reducer case
・Abnormal noise from bearing and gear
・Abnormal vibration from the reducer
・Lubricant leakage

* If any abnormality is observed, please stop the operation
  immediately and contact us.

As a scheduled maintenance, please check for the following items.

・Overloading situation. Irregular rotation.
・Reducer mounting bolt tightness
・Abnormality in electric system
・Lubricant problem

* If any abnormality is observed, please stop the operation
  immediately and contact us.

Scrapping 

・When the reducer is scrapped, follow local government 
   rules and dispose as industrial waste.
・Components are separated into three material groups 
   as follows.
① Rubber・resin parts : Oil sealing, bearing sealing, bearing 
     retainer.
②Grease : Wipe grease off with dry cloths and dispose as oil 
　 and grease waste.
③ Iron parts : Everything else.
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    Warranty

Warranty period
Warranty is up to one year after the delivery or 2000 
   hours of operation, whichever is sooner.

Warranty coverage
When the product malfunctions for the reasons 

  attributed to our company, we will repair or replace it 
  free of charge during the warranty period.

Scope of warranty is for the delivered product only.
Following expense and damage are outside this warranty

a)Any expense associated with the removal of reducer     
   from attached devices and mounting fixtures. Any 
   expense associated with assembly and its related 
   work and the freight, etc.
b)Indirect cost incurred at the user, such as lost 
   opportunities and operation intermission.
c)All other secondary and contingent damage.

Warranty exemption
Following cases are not covered by the warranty.  

   Repair may be possible in some cases for a fee.
a)Parts are used in inadequate condition and environment. 
   Parts are handled or used in inadequate manner by 
   the user.
b)Parts installation or the connection with other 
   devices are not done correctly. 
c)The root cause of the problem is not the part delivered.
d)Lubricant or other supply used are not items designated
   by us.
e)There is a history of modification or repair done 
   by somebody other than us. 
f)The problem is due to extraneous accidents such 

g)The problem is from not following the operation manual,
   or from inadequate maintenance.
h)The scheduled replacement of consumable components
   such as bearing, oil sealing, etc.
i)All other circumstances where we are not at fault.

Warranty
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